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STUDENT HANDOUT
This unit describes the performance outcomes, skills and knowledge required to prepare for, manage
and evaluate market research projects across an organisation. No licensing, legislative, regulatory or
certification requirements apply to this unit at the time of endorsement.
This unit applies to senior marketing professionals who are responsible for preparing market research
plans for implementation, engaging external consultants, managing market research activity, and
evaluating research processes and findings across an organisation.
Market Research is a key part of developing your marketing strategy. It’s about collecting information
to give you an insight into your customers’ mind so that you understand what they want, how they
gather information and where they come from. You can also do market research to get a better idea
of market trends and what is happening in your industry sector.
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Elements and Performance Criteria
ELEMENT
1.
Prepare market
research plans for
implementation
2.
Engage external
consultants or service
providers

3.
Manage market
research activity

4.
Evaluate research
processes and findings

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
1.1. Determine research policies and procedures
1.2. Develop or commission and review a market research project
plan and detailed work plans to point of finalisation
1.3. Execute processes to obtain required resources to
implement a market research project plan and work plans
2.1. Identify requirements for external consultants from market
research project plan
2.2. Specify goods and services required to implement plans, and
detail criteria for selection
2.3. Identify, evaluate and select potential consultants or other
providers of required goods and services
2.4. Contract selected consultants or providers of goods and
services
3.1. Monitor work plan activity to ensure adherence to market
research project plan and work plans, and consistency with
organisational market research policy and procedures
3.2. Manage external consultants or service providers to ensure
performance is in line with expectations and contractual
requirements
4.1. Confirm validity of information and data obtained by market
research
4.2. Review relevance and usefulness of findings against research
objectives outlined in market research project plan
4.3. Assess performance of project against all relevant elements of
market research project plan and work plans
4.4. Measure stakeholder satisfaction with research process and
findings
4.5. Prepare reports on future improvements to research process
4.6. Implement revised policy and practices in accordance with
organisational requirements

Definition of ‘Marketing Research’
The Marketing Association of Australia and New Zealand defines market research as ‘the systematic
and objective process of gathering of data, to convert (through analysis and interpretation) to useful
information, in order to assist managers make better marketing decisions.
The American Marketing Association defines marketing research as a function which links the market
to the marketer through information – information used to identify and define marketing opportunities
and problems; generate, refine, and evaluate marketing actions; monitor marketing performance; and
improve understanding of marketing as a process.
Marketing research should be scientific and objective in its process, not merely intuitive or the
product of haphazardly gathered information. As much as possible, the data gathered should be
capable of objective (statistical) analysis. The human aspect of market research is inescapable, but
managers should try to work with ‘facts’ as much as is possible in order to eliminate bias and preconceptions.
Extract from “Marketing: In Black and White” by Brian Monger.
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The information you gather and analyse builds the foundation of good business decisions whether it’s
deciding what product or service you’ll offer, where your business should be located, how to distribute
your products or how you communicate with consumers.
Step 1: Why do market research?
Market research is important for every business – and not just as a one-off activity. Regardless of
whether you’re starting or growing a business, ongoing research will help you keep up with market
trends and maintain a competitive edge.
You can identify customers, understand consumers, and set targets.
.
Step 2: Set your research objectives
Market research can be as simple or as in depth as you’d like to make it. The scope of your research
will be determined by what you want to achieve (your objectives) and the types of decisions you need
to make.
.
Step 3: Find out what information already exists
Before conducting your own research look at other resources which may save you time and money.
There are two types of data; primary and secondary. Existing information (for example, census
statistics) is known as secondary data and primary is the collection of new data.
..
Step 4: Do your own research through surveys
Surveys can be categorised as either observation or interview surveys. Each style seeks to gather
either qualitative or quantitative information. There are many types of interviews you can choose from
including: face-to-face, focus groups, phone interviews and so on.
Step 5: Analyse and act on the results
Once you’ve finished your survey it’s time to analyse the responses and get the answers to the
questions you asked at the beginning. Keep an open mind and be objective. Avoid doing research to
simply prove your preconceived ideas.
Analyse and act on the results
Once you’ve finished your survey it’s time to analyse the responses and get the answers to the
questions you asked at the beginning. Keep an open mind and be objective. Try to avoid conducting
research to prove your preconceived ideas.
Remember these golden rules when interpreting the findings of your market research:
• flawed questions produce flawed results
• be aware of your own biases
• be honest with yourself
• the better the research, the more informed the decisions.
If your research shows that a proposed business venture has a high probability of failure it would be
unwise for you to proceed, unless you’re able to obtain additional information which will change this
assessment.
Where possible, keep a record of the people surveyed. If they are supportive you can contact them
as prospective customers should you proceed with your plans.
If you are in business already, use the information you have obtained to develop your strengths,
eliminate your weaknesses and create new opportunities.
Above all, remember that market research, like any tool, must be used correctly to achieve a
satisfactory result.
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Marketing research is "the process or set of processes that links the consumers, customers, and
end users to the marketer through information — information used to identify and define marketing
opportunities and problems; generate, refine, and evaluate marketing actions; monitor marketing
performance; and improve understanding of marketing as a process. Marketing research specifies
the information required to address these issues, designs the method for collecting information,
manages and implements the data collection process, analyses the results, and communicates the
findings and their implications."
It is the systematic gathering, recording, and analysis of qualitative and quantitative data about issues
relating to marketing products and services. The goal of marketing research is to identify and assess
how changing elements of the marketing mix impacts customer behaviour. The term is commonly
interchanged with market research; however, expert practitioners may wish to draw a distinction, in
that market research is concerned specifically with markets, while marketing research is concerned
specifically about marketing processes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marketing_research
The meaning of marketing research
Today, marketing research is pervasive. It is very likely that anyone reading this book has been a
respondent in some kind of marketing research study. As the internet continues to develop there will
be a trend towards more investment in marketing research. This will be caused by the increasing
isolation of the individual in our society and the corresponding need to access more information
through impersonal versus personal methods. It is unlikely that many readers of this text will
ultimately have marketing research as their primary employment so we have presented marketing
research in a non-technical manner.
As we have discussed a length, a marketing orientation requires that the organization study and
understand what will bring its customers satisfaction. This may sound simple, but it is not. Often
very creative techniques are needed to truly understand what the customer is seeking and how to
deliver that solution on a profitable basis. Customers seek benefits, and it is often difficult for the
customer to express what those benefits are. The marketing research department is responsible for
providing this understanding. However, marketing research should never be seen as a separate
entity isolated from the rest of the marketing function or from the other functional areas of the firm. If
this happens, marketing research departments often lose what creativity they had and begin to focus
on a known set of techniques with which marketing research personnel are comfortable. This results
in a lack of fresh thinking and innovative approaches. The marketing research function also,
ironically, becomes separated from the R&D function and those in the organization responsible for
new product conceptualization.
We will define marketing research as “all techniques used to provide information that assists the firm
in all of its decision-making processes relevant to customers or clients.” While this definition is very
broad, it is aimed at giving the marketing research function the breadth and depth of latitude that it
needs to operate effectively. Note that the outcome of marketing research is enhanced decisionmaking about needs and wants in the marketplace and how to meet those needs and wants. Also
note that marketing research is responsible for not only data gathering about customers, but data
analysis and presentation to management about customers and other issues.
Types of marketing research
Marketing research approaches are varied. One marketing research project may entail questioning
thousands of people by use of a survey instrument while another project may only involve meeting
with a few present customers for breakfast. There are many different types of marketing research
projects that require various types of knowledge and academic background. Approaches to
conducting marketing research range from quantitative to qualitative in nature. Quantitative
marketing research is composed of sophisticated techniques that require substantial competence in
descriptive statistics while qualitative marketing research may require a broad knowledge of
psychology (the study of individual behaviour), sociology (the study of group behaviour), and social
psychology (the study of individual behaviour in a group). Unfortunately, there is presently no
required accreditation for a person to perform marketing research, thus, there are many unqualified
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individuals and organizations that sell marketing research services, particularly qualitative marketing
research, who are not well trained or educated in the discipline and do not have sufficient experience.
Quantitative Marketing Research
Types of quantitative marketing research include surveys, audience measurement for different types
of media, and store audits, to name only a few. Although marketing texts usually devote
considerable attention to these approaches, the quantitative approach has given way to qualitative
marketing research in many cases. Thus, qualitative research, at present, is growing much faster in
popularity. The reasons for this are that qualitative research is usually less expensive and faster to
perform than quantitative marketing research.
Qualitative Marketing Research
Qualitative research is less involved with numbers and usually provides a ‘closer touch’ with the
subjects in the research project. Types of qualitative research include focus groups and
observational studies. Focus groups gather a small number of respondents together to discuss
topics yielded by the research questions. A moderator leads the discussion and helps keep
discussion lively and focused around the research questions. The moderator creates or is furnished
with a ‘discussion guide’ that outlines the areas to be explored in the focus group.
Observational studies involve watching respondents while they are engaged in some activity. A
common use of the observational method is watching children play with prototypes of toys to
understand which toy will be most popular. Mechanical observation is also used at retail stores to
count the number of customers (sometimes with a simple turnstile) and in other public areas, parks
for example.) Secret shoppers, also called mystery shoppers, are often used to help obtain a real
customer’s assessment of a store’s service quality
The Marketing Research Process
In order to obtain useful results, that is, results on which we can make reliable decisions, we must
follow a consistent process. We recommend a process that includes these steps:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Establish a research project
Conduct the research project
Analyse the findings of the research project
Summarize and Present the findings of the research project
Assess the findings of the research project

Establish a research project
This step will usually involve four steps:
a.
b.
c.
d.

meet with client(s)
jointly explore problem or opportunity to be researched
create research questions
based on the research questions, create a research design

Meet with client(s)
When beginning a marketing research project, we need to start with identifying the problem or
opportunity. Although there are exceptions, this will often require a personal meeting with all of those
involved in establishing the project including the client, the researcher(s), and others involved in the
project. The initial meeting is often not sufficient to establish the problem or opportunity to be
researched. Another meeting is usually required to define the problem or opportunity clearly enough
to create research questions.
It is imperative that this initial meeting be approached with an open mind and no preconceived
notions about ‘the answer.’ If a client or company manager already has ‘the answer’ (has already
essentially decided on what the findings of the project will be), a marketing research project is a
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waste of resources. We say this because too often the findings of a well-executed study are rejected
because it found the ‘wrong answer.’ We have no way of estimating how often this happens, but we
can say it happens often.
The reason we break meeting with clients into a separate step is because there will often be several
meetings. It is important to realize that divergent thinking will play an important role at this point of
the research process. That is, this is the stage that the researcher must avoid seeking closure and
keep an open mind about how to characterize the problem or opportunity under
consideration. Clients will often have lots of ideas about the project, including the problems and a
likely solution to the problem. However, clients often bring a ‘symptom’ into consideration as the
‘problem.’ For example, if one says that ‘sales are down in the southeast region.’ This is a symptom,
not the problem. The problem is the cause of the drop in sales in the southeast so the researcher
must search ‘upstream’ in time and events from the sales decline. This stage is a data gathering
stage for the researcher. Often, after meeting with the client, the researcher may decide not to take
the research project because the client is ‘not ready’ to pursue the project.
Create research questions
After the researcher and client have agreed on problem or opportunity definition, the researcher will
be able to formulate research questions. A research question is a statement of what queries the
project will seek to answer. In our example, likely causes identified in client meetings included
aggressive efforts by a new competitor, demographic shifts in the population, and the possibility that
our product is outdated in the eyes of the marketplace. Thus, the research questions may be stated
for the southeast region study as:
Research question 1 – what is the impact of our competitors on our sales?
Research question 2 – what demographic changes have taken place recently?
Research question 3 – have there been changes in perception of our
product?
Note that the ‘research question’ is rarely synonymous with a ‘survey question’ that is, several survey
questions will usually be required to address one research question. Formulating dependable survey
questions is a highly technical and demanding process that requires extensive training and
experience. Survey questions should be both reliable and valid. Reliability is the ability of a certain
question to gain consistent responses over asking the same questions several times. For example, if
we ask several people the same question and get very similar results, we can say the question is
reliable. However, this does not mean that the question will be useful for our study. Questions also
need to be valid. Validity is the ability of a question to measure what it purports to measure.
For example, assume we are attempting to ascertain peoples’ attitudes toward Dillard’s Department
Store. We have male and female models interview customers as they enter the store. Male models
interview all females entering the store, and female models interview all males entering the
store. The results of the survey indicate that “Ninety percent of those surveyed find the Dillard’s
shopping experience either “Extremely enjoyable” or “Very enjoyable.” Were the findings of this
survey reliable? Were they valid? Remember, to be reliable a question need only produce consistent
answers and to be valid, a question must measure what the researcher claims it measures. Answers
appear at the end of the chapter.
Create a research design
The research design is the approach we use to answer the research questions. Often the client will
have already decided on a research design without considering what the appropriate one would
be. For example, in one case, a small candy manufacturer had decided it needed to ‘research the
market.’ The company had already created a survey form to be sent out though mail. A meeting was
held between the candy company and a marketing research company. After some consideration of
research questions, the research design was changed to include a series of focus groups, and a mall
intercept survey. The mail survey was deleted from the research plan.
Research designs can be qualitative or quantitative or include both types of research in larger
projects. When the budget will allow it, which is rare, both qualitative and quantitative approaches
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should be used to answer the research questions. Alternatively, often clients must choose only one
or two of the most compelling research questions to address using either a quantitative approach or a
qualitative approach.
Primary and Secondary data
Collecting data can be done in two ways. First, we can collect the data our self to address the
research questions. When we do, the data collected are called primary data. When we use data for
decision-making based data that has been collected by someone else to address different research
questions, this data is called secondary data. Marketing researchers should always explore
sources of secondary data before they decide to collect primary data. The internet contains
huge amounts of secondary data and free, published data can be obtained free with the help of
professional library personnel. Professionally librarians are highly trained and are usually happy to
be of assistance.
Sampling and Selection of the Sample
Often marketing research studies require that data be collected through the process of
sampling. A census is taken when we attempt to collect data from all possible respondents in a
specified population. For example, the U.S. Census Bureau attempts to count every person in the
U.S. every ten years. On the other hand, sampling is collecting data from only a portion of all
possible respondents in the population of interest. That is, once we agree that we need to gather
data from a limited number of organizations or individuals, we must determine how they are to be
chosen for the sampling process. There are two types of sampling: probability sampling and
nonprobability sampling. Results derived from probability samples can be applied to the remainder of
the population of organizations or people in the population of interest. Results derived from
nonprobability samples cannot be applied to the remainder of the population of interest. For example,
if we draw a sample of students at a university to determine their attitudes toward raising tuition in
order to build a parking garage on campus, in a probability sample we can generalize our results to
the other students on campus (the population of interest). However, if we collect a nonprobability
sample, the responses gained only apply to the students we questioned in that sample. Note this has
to do with HOW the sample is selected. If we just meet students on campus and do interviews, this
would be a nonprobability sample and would not necessarily produce results that would predict how
most students and others on campus feel about the parking garage.
Thus, probability samples provide more powerful prediction abilities. However, probability samples
are much more complex and expensive to gather.
Types of nonprobability samples are judgment samples (the interviewer as asked to apply his/her
own opinion as to what respondents ‘fit’ the profile of people to be interviewed), quota samples (the
interviewer is given clear direction regarding how many people of what type to interview, for example,
‘fifty females, and fifty males), and convenience samples (the interviewer selects people to interview
based on the easiest ones to interview). One can see that the selection process for nonprobability
samples is usually unsophisticated and straightforward.
However, when we decide to draw a probability sample, that is, one for which we can apply basic
descriptive statistical techniques as taught in business statistics courses (for example, “z” scores,
parametric, i.e., normal distributions, etc.) A simple probability sample is one in which each subject in
the population of interest has an equal and known probability of being included in our sample. Can
you think of a way to draw a sample of students at your university or organization that would have
these two characteristics?
Selection of nonprobability samples only requires that the people interviewed are in the population of
interest and, sometimes, as in the case of samples there is not even a guarantee of that!
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Conduct the research project
The research design should provide good guidance for performing the research. As you already
know, research projects can be quantitative or qualitative in nature or even involve both kinds of
research approaches. The statement of the research design should be sufficiently complete to allow
a qualified, independent researcher to execute the research study by following the statement of
research questions and research design.
Analyse the findings of the research project
This stage is comprised of organizing the data gathered and carefully ascertaining what the data
indicate. Especially for quantitative studies, statistical software is often used to facilitate activities in
this stage of the project. SPSS, SAS, (statistical package for the social sciences –
websites http://www.spss.com; http://www.ats.ucla.edu/at/software/stat/sas/sas.htm) or a similar
statistical package is often used to perform the analysis necessary for this step. In the same spirit as
this e-book, Professor Bill Miller, formerly a professor at Iowa State University, offers a free statistical
package on the internet at his website: http://openstat.homestead.com/.
The researcher must be careful to be organized and remain objective during this stage. The
statement of the research design should provide guidance to the researcher about how the data
should be organized and classified. There is often some pressure on the researcher to ‘find the right
answer’ as we indicated above, but for the sake of integrity, the researcher must remain objective as
s/he records, classifies and analyses the data.
Summarize and Present the findings of the research project
After the data are analysed, the researcher must draw conclusions from the findings and present the
findings in a comprehensible manner. When summarizing and presenting a research project, the
best guide is to keep it simple and ‘accessible’ to the reader of the report. The temptation for the
researcher is often to rely too heavily on statistics and this can very rapidly lose the attention and
interest of the client. Use of such terms as “a two sigma range” only succeeds in confusing the client
and very often over-emphasis on jargon can alienate the client. Ironically, this is particularly
important when presenting a report to clients who are highly intelligent and educated. They know
how the use of jargon is often used to obfuscate the facts and this may indicate a lack of preparation
on the part of the presenter.
The Marketing Research Industry
There is a broad range of marketing research services available throughout the world. However, we
in the U.S. tend to be the most researched population in the world. In other countries, marketing
research may be limited or culturally unacceptable. Conducting research projects in countries other
than the U.S. often requires different research methods and may entail a total revamping of the
research design.
Many companies in the U.S. provide marketing research services and data. For example, A.C.
Nielsen (http://acnielsen.com/) is one of the largest, if not the largest organization in the U.S.
specializing in marketing research. Many of the major advertising agencies also conduct major
consumer and organizational research (see http://www.jwtworld.com/; and
http://www.saatchi-saatchi.com/innovation/launch.html, for example).

Brief discussion of types of surveys
While focus groups and other qualitative procedures are gaining popularity, surveys remain popular,
as well. There are three primary kinds of surveys: mail surveys, face-to-face surveys (personal
interviews), telephone surveys, and a growing category, internet surveys, which presently are quite
similar to mail surveys in terms of advantages and disadvantages. We often categorize the different
types of surveys on the three dimensions. First, flexibility or to what extent is the interviewer able to
adjust his/her questions to the respondent depending on circumstances. Second, we also look at
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response rate, that is, what proportion of those whom we contact will ultimately participate in our
study. And finally, cost, that is, how much will it cost us to acquire each response to our survey.
Mail surveys are usually the least flexible, but may provide the lowest cost per completed
survey. However, this depends on the research questions and how straightforward the survey
questions are. Face-to-face surveys are still very popular, particularly the mall-intercept interview
format in which interviewers are asked to solicit respondents from the general population of people
who visit shopping malls. Firms engaged in organizational marketing can make use of this same
concept by implementing ‘trade show intercepts.’ Trade show intercepts are similar to mall intercepts
in practice except that these interviews are conducting during a trade show and respondents are first
qualified, not on demographic criteria but on criteria related to their employment. These approaches
will remain popular into the foreseeable future although such intercepts are a nonprobability method
of gathering data, and thus, cannot technically be generalized to the overall population of
interest. Telephone surveys are still popular but are becoming more difficult to execute due to
growing telemarketing techniques that many consumers attempt to avoid. That is, telemarketers often
adopt a ‘foot in the door’ approach by which they first claim to be doing ‘a marketing research study’
in order to gain a segue into a sales presentation over the telephone. As more and more consumers
‘block’ their phone lines from solicitation, telephone surveys will become more challenging to
conduct.
As adoption of the internet as a method of communication continues, surveys that utilize the internet
as a medium for gathering data will increase. Surveys can be easily adapted and completed on the
internet making the data collection process relatively simple. However, at present it is difficult to
verify the background of respondents and this reduces the attractiveness of the internet for data
collection aimed at gaining attitudes toward products and services. An exception would be when the
study involves those who are intimately related to internet operation and use such as Webmasters. A
few interesting websites that maintain data on surveys done regarding internet use
are: http://www.isc.org/ds/new-survey.html, http://home.wizard.com/wwpr.html and
http://www.hot-topics.com/tellus.htm).
As time goes on, there will be many, more specialized, websites that keep track of internet usage.
Using technology to record learning from marketing research projects
Too often, knowledge gained from a marketing research study is lost as soon as the project is
presented and a decision is made based on the study. Marketing research projects, if well designed
and executed, should be stored and made readily available for use in the future. Leading companies
often catalogue research projects on their intranet so that future decision makers will have past
marketing results available. However, this does not necessarily mean that other people in that
organization will actually read and make use of those study results. Lessons can be learned by
reviewing past research that was flawed. This practice enhances organizational learning substantially.
However, as the reader already knows, there is more information in our contemporary environment
available than humanly possible to read and understand. Therefore, to be realistic, marketing
information managers must accept the fact that most organizational learning that takes place will
probably occur through ‘information catching’ rather than ‘information seeking.’ The information
manager who enters the current environment with expectations that his fellow workers will avidly
adopt and use the company intranet, reviewing all posted materials for the sole reason of learning
more about the environment should probably adjust her or his expectations.
http://www.principlesofmarketing.com/htm/Chapter-Five.htm
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Glossary
marketing research – the process of obtaining information with which to improve marketing
decision making
marketing research process – the series of steps followed in order to ensure the validity and
reliability of information gathering processes
research question - a statement of what general areas of inquiry the project will seek to answer
research design – the plan formulated to answer the research questions
questions reliability – the ability of a question to produce consistent responses of separate
trials – that is, if we ask several people the same question, do they tend to respond in a similar
manner?
question validity – the extent to which the question measure what is purported to measure –
that is, if we say the question measure peoples’ attitudes towards our product, does it measure
attitudes towards our product and not attitudes toward the interviewer, or store in which our
product is sold?
probability sample – data gathered in a way that makes findings in the data applicable to the
remainder of the population of organizations or people in the population of interest
nonprobability sample – data gathered in a way that fails to make findings in the data
applicable to the remainder of the population of organizations or people in the population of
interest
secondary data – information collected by someone other than the researcher to address
different research questions
primary data – information gathered by the researcher to address specific questions of interest
to that researcher
focus group – a qualitative data gathering technique in which a small number of people are
brought together to discuss a series of questions of interest
Helpful websites:
http://www.business.gov.au/business-topics/business-planning/market-researchstatistics/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.mymarketresearchmethods.com/the-market-research-process-6-steps-to-success/
http://www.9lenses.com/internal-versus-external-consulting
http://toolkit.smallbiz.nsw.gov.au/part/1/5/25
http://www.sagepub.com/sites/default/files/upm-binaries/17810_5052_Pierce_Ch07.pdf
http://www.tutor2u.net/business/reference/marketing-quantitative-and-qualitative-research
http://www.s4growth.com/publications/articles/22.cfm
http://www.qualtrics.com/blog/marketing-research-process/
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